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Abstract. Floating-point computations play a central role in scientific comput-

ing. Achieving high numerical stability in these computations affects not just
correctness, but also computing efficiency, by accelerating the convergence of
iterative methods and expanding the available choices of precision.
The ACTS project aims at establishing an experiment-agnostic track reconstruction toolkit. It originates from the ATLAS Run2 tracking software and has
already received strong adoption by FCC-hh. It is also being evaluated for possible use by the CLICdp and Belle 2 experiments.
In this study, Verrou, a Valgrind-based tool for dynamic instrumentation of
floating-point computations, was applied to the ACTS codebase for the dual
purpose of evaluating its numerical stability and investigating possible avenues
for use of reduced-precision arithmetic.

Introduction
Floating-point computations in physics

In spite of being the closest programmatic equivalent of manual approximate computation,
floating-point (FP) arithmetic is widely regarded as a complex topic [1]. As a result, scientists
who are not numerical computing experts tend to use it in imperfect ways, for instance by assuming that FP numbers are equivalent to real numbers, or always using the largest precision
that is broadly implemented in hardware, IEEE-754’s "double precision"1 .
Double-precision computation, however, is neither necessary nor sufficient as an approximation of exact computation. It can be insufficient in the presence of numerically unstable
algorithms which expose its inexact nature, for example through accumulation of many small
numbers in an indefinitely growing accumulator, or subtraction of two numbers of similar
magnitude. And it can be unnecessary in the presence of input data which is far less precise
than its relative accuracy (around 10−16 ), and handled by sufficiently stable algorithms.
On modern computer hardware, and in the face of the computational challenges of future
HEP experiments, there is a strong incentive to prefer using single-precision IEEE-754 arithmetic, which has broader hardware support, uses twice less memory resources (bandwidth,
caches...), reduces the need for many internal iterations in IEEE-754-compliant transcendental functions, and enables wider vectorization. However, determining where this precision is
applicable can be challenging, especially in large codebases which were not designed for it.
As we shall see, dynamic program instrumentation can help address these challenges.
∗ e-mail: grasland@lal.in2p3.fr

1 Although a "binary32"/"binary64" terminology is used in some other texts, such as the IEEE-754 standard, we
will use the "single/double precision" terminology which is most pervasive in numerical computing literature.
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ACTS (A Common Tracking Software)

ACTS [2] is a free and open-source software project for track reconstruction in high-energy
physics (HEP) experiments. As a modernized version of the particle tracking code used by the
ATLAS experiment [3–5] during Run 2 of the Large Hadron Collider, the project is focused
on adoption of modern C++ standards, usability in multi-threaded workflows, and extended
use of vectorization. Key features include:
• Constructing a tracking geometry description from TGeo, DD4Hep, or GDML input
• A simple and efficient event data model

• Performant and highly flexible algorithms for track propagation and fitting
• Basic seed finding algorithms

A key aim goal of the project is to support the ever increasing needs of future accelerators
such as HL-LHC [6] and FCC [7].

1 Verrou: A dynamic floating-point instrumentation tool
Verrou [8, 9] is a tool aiming to help diagnose, debug and optimize FP computations in large,
industrial scientific computing codes. As an example, Verrou has already been used to debug
code_aster, a structural mechanics simulation tool of more than 1.2M lines of code [10].
From a user perspective, Verrou performs Dynamic Binary Instrumentation (DBI) on the
analyzed program, replacing each FP instruction with a variant implementing another type
of arithmetic. Program execution is otherwise left unperturbed, resulting in output which is
similar to that of a standard execution. Analyzing the observed changes in the output allows
estimating the global impact of FP arithmetic during program execution.
Verrou performs this instrumentation by building on top of Valgrind [11]. This enables
high usability, as there is no need to manually change the program or recompile it; all that is
needed is to prefix the usual command with an invocation of Valgrind with the Verrou tool:
valgrind --tool=verrou [VERROU_ARGS]
PROGRAM [ARGS]
It is worth noting that DBI in general (and Valgrind in particular) naturally composes well
with other tools which might be used in the analyzed program: compilers and specific compilation options, (potentially closed-source) third-party libraries, parallelization frameworks. . .
1.1 Floating-Point Arithmetic variants

In the command above, [VERROU_ARGS] allows changing several aspects in the behavior of
Verrou, and most notably the type of alternate FP arithmetic which is to be introduced in the
analyzed program. Verrou implements a few variants of FP arithmetic:
Fixed rounding mode: in this mode, the rounding mode can be fixed to any of the 4 standard
rounding modes defined by IEEE-754: rounding upwards, downwards, toward zero or to the
nearest FP number. Additionally, a 5th non-standard rounding mode can be emulated, which
always rounds an FP calculation in the opposite way to the standard rounding to nearest. As
discussed in [12], some insight on FP errors can be obtained from the comparison of a few
results obtained with the same program, using different rounding modes.
Stochastic rounding mode: in this mode, the result of every FP instruction is randomly
rounded upwards or downwards. Depending on the chosen probability law, this can be similar to an asynchronous CESTAC arithmetic [13] or a variant of Monte-Carlo arithmetic [14].
Numerous works in the literature detail the statistical post-processing techniques which can
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be used to assess the impact of FP arithmetic by analyzing the results of several randomly
rounded executions of the program [14–16].
Single precision: in this mode, the result of every double-precision operation is rounded as
if it had had been performed in single precision. This feature can be an easy way to simulate
a single-precision version of any program, without having to change its source code.
1.2 Instrumentation scope

Algorithms which are not robust to changes in the FP rounding modes often indicate issues
in the analyzed program: for example, such an algorithm will produce varying results if
parallelization and/or vectorization changes its execution order. However, some algorithms
rightfully demand that a standard rounding be used. For example, the trignonometric functions of the standard mathematical library (libm), require rounding to the nearest result.
In order to handle such cases, Verrou features the ability to restrict the scope of the instrumentation: it can be instructed to leave some parts of the program unperturbed. This can be
performed at the granularity of functions (or, rather symbols in the object files and libraries
composing the instrumented executable binary), but also at the granularity of source code
lines (if debugging information are available2 ).
Like Valgrind, Verrou only instruments the program under study by default. But in multiprocess applications, like some test runners, instrumenting child processes can be required.
This can be done by adding the --trace-children=yes flag to the command above.
1.3 Debugging

While simply changing the underlying arithmetic can help assessing and diagnosing FPrelated issues in a given program, more is needed in order to help debugging them. The
aforementioned ability to restrict the scope of Verrou’s instrumentation can be used to implement a form of bisection in order to find out which parts of the program are the most unstable.
In order to automate such a search, the verrou_dd utility implements in the Verrou ecosystem several variants of the Delta-Debugging algorithm [17, 18]. These algorithms differ in
subtle ways in the definition of “unstable” program parts, but it is enough in the following
discussion to assume that “unstable” program parts are parts of which the perturbation is
correlated to large changes in program results. The full details are given in [19].
1.4 Setting up a Verrou environment

Verrou is an open-source tool. The simplest way of installing it for general use is to download
and build a combined stable release of Valgrind and Verrou. These are available from the
“Release” tab of the GitHub page of Verrou.
As discussed in section 1.3, it is very useful, though not mandatory, to have debugging informations available for the application under study. This can be done by installing debug information packages for all numerical libraries used by the program, and
by compiling the program itself with debugging information. In the case of CMake-based
packages like ACTS, the latter can by done by using a CMAKE_BUILD_TYPE=Debug or
CMAKE_BUILD_TYPE=RelWithDebInfo build configuration.
As a last setup step, it is useful to prepare a standard Verrou exclusion file. As explained
in section 1.2, this exclusion list should arrange for Verrou to leave at least the standard
mathematical library (libm) unperturbed.
2 As

produced for example by using the -g command-line switch with gcc.
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2 Analyzing the numerical stability of ACTS
2.1 Instrumenting the ACTS test suite

Verrou’s random rounding mode was used to evaluate the numerical stability of the ACTS
codebase. This was done by running the ACTS unit test suite and integration tests in Verrou,
using random rounding mode, and checking which tests would fail and why.
Most of the observed test failures emerged from dubious floating-point data handling
practices in the test suite itself. For example, some unit tests would exactly compare the
output of a numerical computation to an expected result (as on fig. 1), and could thus only
succeed if ACTS’ implementation exactly matched the test code. These exact comparisons
were largely replaced with approximate comparisons, which decouple the test suite from the
implementation and can encode precision expectations more accurately, except in areas such
as serialization where exact reproducibility would truly be expected. Similar issues included
relative comparison of floating-point data with zero (which only succeeds if the input data is
exactly zero) and unrealistic amounts of significant digits in textual data dumps.
ead10b25085b:~/acts-core/spack-build # valgrind --tool=verrou --rounding-mode=random
\
>
--demangle=no --exclude=`pwd`/excludes.ex
\
>
--trace-children=yes
ctest -V
[...]
66: Running 4 test cases...
66: /root/acts-core/Tests/Utilities/InterpolationTests.cpp(35): error: in "interpolation_1d":
check interpolate(Point({{1.8}}), low, high, v) == 18 has failed [17.999999999999996 != 18]
66: /root/acts-core/Tests/Utilities/InterpolationTests.cpp(53): error: in "interpolation_2d":
check interpolate(Point({{1.3, 1.}}), low, high, v) == 13 has failed [13.000000000000002 != 13]
66: /root/acts-core/Tests/Utilities/InterpolationTests.cpp(55): error: in "interpolation_2d":
check interpolate(Point({{1.8, 1.}}), low, high, v) == 18 has failed [18.000000000000004 != 18]
66: /root/acts-core/Tests/Utilities/InterpolationTests.cpp(56): error: in "interpolation_2d":
check interpolate(Point({{1.3, 3.}}), low, high, v) == 33 has failed [32.999999999999993 != 33]
66: /root/acts-core/Tests/Utilities/InterpolationTests.cpp(59): error: in "interpolation_2d":
check interpolate(Point({{1., 1.7}}), low, high, v) == 17 has failed [16.999999999999996 != 17]
[...]
66: *** 10 failures are detected in the test module "interpolation tests"

Figure 1. ACTS unit test failure originating from exact comparison of floating-point results

2.2 Findings in the core ACTS library

Some test suite issues could inform future developments in ACTS’ core library. For example,
it was found that chaining affine transforms (as done when modeling these transforms as a
combination of a translation and Euler rotations) could be very unstable on a numerical level.
It could therefore be better to precisely compute the full transform matrix and pass it directly
as a program input. This is quite intuitive: in the presence of large translations, a small error
on a rotation angle will lead to a large difference in the output of an affine transform.
Additional issues were also found in the core ACTS library:
• one part of the codebase used to compute integer powers of two using the floating-point
pow function, where a bit shift would have been faster and more accurate,
• a few parts of the codebase would perform divisions whose denominators could get arbitrarily close to zero, without handling the numerical instability that ensues,
• another function would check the azimutal angle difference between two 3D vectors in
Cartesian coordinates by converting both vectors to spherical coordinates, subtracting the
spherical coordinates, and wrapping the resulting angle in the [−π; π[ range, when that
could be done in a more efficient and precise way by leveraging vector product identities.
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2.3 Edge cases and limits of this approach

One might expect that use of random rounding would lead to non-reproducible test failures.
This occasionally proved true, especially in cases where the rounding of a single operation
(rather than an accumulation of results) played an important role. However, Verrou comes
well-prepared to handle such situations. It provides various alternatives to fully randomized
rounding, such as the deterministic rounding modes discussed in 1.1 and an option to control
the random number generator seed. These features eliminate reproducibility issues in direct
usage of Verrou, and reduce their occurrence in delta-debugging.
Overall, the ease with which Verrou allowed numerical stability issues to be discovered,
located, and addressed is appreciable. However, the tool did also prove to have some false
positives and prerequisites.
Several false positives occured on trigonometry, not just due to the libm issues described
above, but also because approximate trigonometry features many edge effects, where a tiny
rounding perturbation can make a great difference in the output. This manifested as angles
suddenly jumping from −π to π, breaking tests of binned spatial data structures; or as sines
and cosines going beyond their valid range of [−1; 1] by a tiny amount, leading NaNs3 to be
produced when this data was passed to reciprocal functions.
When it comes to prerequisites, it quickly became clear that although delta-debugging can
promptly narrow down some classes of issues, a detailed test suite that can precisely report
the cause of failures and the numerical values involved remains an invaluable asset when the
instability occurs in a utility function that is called in many different contexts.

3 Evaluating the viability of reduced precision
3.1 Challenges of reduced precision studies

After validating the correctness of ACTS’ floating-point computations using Verrou, the next
step was to evaluate the usability of single-precision computations in an ACTS context.
As discussed in the introduction, there is a strong efficiency incentive for using reduced
floating-point precision whenever it is applicable. Sadly, like many physics libraries, the
ACTS codebase was written to use double-precision everywhere as a safe default, with no
easy way to configure another floating-point type. Modifying ACTS to make its floatingpoint precision configurable, even without suppressing the assumption that the precision be
the same everywhere, is therefore a deep change in the codebase affecting most function
signatures and thousands of lines of code. Such a patch is hard to maintain over extended
periods of time in such a fast-moving codebase, which led a previous attempt at extending
use of single-precision computations in the ACTS codebase to fail.
Fortunately, however, this is an area where dynamic program instrumentation can help.
Using the newly introduced reduced precision computation mode of Verrou, it became possible to do a large fraction of the single-precision ACTS validation studies without changing
a single line of code in the core ACTS library. Unit tests failures could easily be studied,
and "trivial" failures that emerged from unrealistic test expectations (such as expecting single
electron-volt resolution on the energy of output particles from a tera-electron-volt collision)
could easily be corrected at the test suite level.
Although this part of the study is still ongoing, it already produced some interesting
results that will be discussed in the remainder of this paper.
3 Not-a-number,

an error code produced by IEEE-754 arithmetic when performing meaningless computations
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3.2 NaN backtraces: A case study

Verrou’s new ability to locate occurences of NaN proved particularly useful as it helped discovering a subtle bug that went unnoticed during double-precision validation.
ACTS allows use of interpolated magnetic field maps, which by definition are based on
weighted averages of tabulated magnetic field data. Some data on the edge of this magnetic
field table used to be left uninitialized, which was not detected because it always had zero
weight in the interpolation. However, the property 0 × x = 0 does not always hold when x is
an IEEE-754 floating-point number, owing to the fact that 0 × NaN = NaN and 0 × ±∞ = NaN.
Since the probability of random uninitialized data being equal to NaN or ±∞ is much
1
1
instead of 1024
,
higher for single-precision numbers than for double-precision numbers ( 128
owing to the reduced exponent range), this resulted in the appearance of NaN in the output of
the single-precision magnetic field interpolation test. The failure could be easily detected and
understood using Verrou’s new NaN debugging feature (fig. 2).
ead10b25085b:~/acts-core/spack-build # valgrind --tool=verrou --rounding-mode=float
\
>
--exclude=‘pwd‘/excludes.ex --demangle=no
\
>
--trace-children=yes --num-callers=50
\
>
ctest -V -R "BFieldMapUtils"
[...]
67: ==1863== NaN:
67: ==1863==
at 0x5847E7F: _ZN5Eigen8internal4pmulIDv2_dEET_RKS3_S5_ (emmintrin.h:271)
67: ==1863==
by 0x585B570: _ZNK5Eigen8internal17scalar_product_opIddE8packetOpIDv2_dEEKT_
RS6_S7_ (BinaryFunctors.h:89)
67: ==1863==
by 0x59A31C9: _ZNK5Eigen8internal16binary_evaluatorINS_13CwiseBinaryOpINS0_
17scalar_product_opIddEEKNS_14CwiseNullaryOpINS0_18scalar_const
ant_opIdEEKNS_6MatrixIdLi2ELi1ELi0ELi2ELi1EEEEESA_EENS0_10Index
BasedESE_ddE6packetILi16EDv2_dEET0_ll (CoreEvaluators.h:727)
[...]
67: ==1863==
by 0x5BDAD82: _ZN4Acts6detail16interpolate_implIN5Eigen6MatrixIdLi2ELi1ELi0ELi
2ELi1EEES4_St5arrayIdLm2EES6_Lm1ELm4EE3runERKS4_RKS6_SB_RKS5_
IS4_Lm4EE (interpolation_impl.hpp:133)
67: ==1863==
by 0x5BD59E8: _ZN4Acts11interpolateIN5Eigen6MatrixIdLi2ELi1ELi0ELi2ELi1EEELm
4ES3_St5arrayIdLm2EES5_vEET_RKT1_RKT2_RKT3_RKS4_IS6_XT0_EE
(Interpolation.hpp:95)
[...]
67: ==1863==
by 0x4F6D54: _ZNK4Acts21InterpolatedBFieldMap11FieldMapperILj2ELj2EE
8getFieldERKN5Eigen6MatrixIdLi3ELi1ELi0ELi3ELi1EEE
(InterpolatedBFieldMap.hpp:166)
67: ==1863==
by 0x477030: _ZN4Acts4Test15bfield_creation11test_methodEv
(BFieldMapUtilsTests.cpp:88)
67: ==1863==
by 0x474767: _ZN4Acts4TestL23bfield_creation_invokerEv
(BFieldMapUtilsTests.cpp:25)
67: ==1863==
by 0x549B9B: _ZN5boost6detail8function22void_function_invoker0IPFvvEvE6invoke
ERNS1_15function_bufferE (function_template.hpp:118)
[...]
67: ==1863==
by 0x463F10: _ZN5boost9unit_test14unit_test_mainEPFPNS0_
10test_suiteEiPPcEiS4_ (unit_test_main.ipp:247)
67: ==1863==
by 0x4648CB: main (unit_test_main.ipp:303)
[...]
67: Running 12 test cases...
67: /root/acts-core/Tests/Utilities/BFieldMapUtilsTests.cpp(105): error: in "bfield_creation":
difference{-nan} between value2_rz.perp(){-nan} and bField2_rz.perp(){8} exceeds 1e-09%

Figure 2. NaN backtrace originating from the use of uninitialized data in ACTS’ interpolated magnetic
field map. The unabriged stack trace is 42 frames long and goes through complex layers of abstraction:
manually locating the point where a NaN is generated would have been a significant undertaking.
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3.3 Looking ahead

Being able to quickly detect, understand, and resolve such issues without maintaining a large
ACTS patch means that more time is available to focus on the fundamental issues raised by
the use of single-precision FP numbers in HEP’s demanding numerical environment.
For example, test failures in single-precision mode are currently under investigation in
the ACTS particle propagation algorithm, which integrates the equations of motion to follow
particle track hypotheses throughout the particle detector in order to evaluate the quality of
these hypotheses. This algorithm operates under numerical constraints which lie at the edge
of the abilities of single-precision computations (e.g. locating muons with a precision of a
fraction of a milimeter after propagating them through the multi-meter radius of the ATLAS
detector), and it is possible that at least some parts of it may need to continue operating in
double precision or use a compensated algorithm.
Verrou’s delta-debugging abilities will therefore be used to understand if ACTS’ particle
propagation code features specific "precision bottlenecks" which could be made to work in
single precision through algorithmic improvements or focused use of extended precision.
Should that turn out not to be the case, the ACTS track propagation codebase will need to
keep using double precision internally.

Conclusion
Summary

Future HEP experiments will face unprecedented data processing challenges. Opening up
established particle tracking codebases to new users, extending their validation procedure to
maximize their ability to face new constraints, and optimizing them to help them better utilize
available computing resources, are all worthwhile activities in this perspective.
In this context, the Valgrind-based Verrou tool was used to stress-test the ACTS codebase
with new forms of numerical validation, and is now being used to extend usage of reducedprecision arithmetic throughout this codebase. One goal of this study is that in the future,
ACTS developers will be able to confidently use single-precision arithmetic as a safe default, validate the stability of the results through random rounding, and only fall back to less
efficient double-precision arithmetic where it is truly necessary.
Future work

Most of the ACTS improvements that were discussed in part 2 of this study have been merged
into the ACTS codebase. As discussed in part 3, the focus of this project is now on planning
out a reduced-precision port of ACTS which will rationalize choices of floating-point precision throughout the codebase.
Beyond ACTS, this study revealed some future areas of improvement in the Verrou
toolchain, and in particular its delta-debugging features. The functionality is currently less
generally applicable than it could be, owing to the fact that it does not handle utility libraries
well. It is planned to improve upon this situation in 2019 by adding call site path sensitivity to Verrou, allowing the tool to report in which caller context instrumenting a function is
detrimental, and to do delta-debugging on stack traces rather than mere symbols.
Parallelization of the delta-debugging process would be another desirable feature, owing
to the fact that use of Verrou serializes and slows down program execution significantly, and
that delta-debugging needs to test many independent program configurations. This feature is
already available in an experimental form, but its finalization is still some way off.
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